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turn back

time
Layer by
layer, a family
morphs their
’90s home into
a farmhouse
rich with
character.

left: The front entry of

Sarah and Jayme Martin’s
renovated home makes a
fair case for eschewing color
in favor of layers of unique
finishes. Two salvaged
lattices above a vintage
console add dimension
to an unframed charcoal
drawing. “I love texture,”
Sarah says. “The house
is shades of white, but it’s
different textures.” opposite:
Sarah tore the doors off a
coat closet and installed
shiplap inside to turn the
utilitarian space by the front
door into a pretty jacketparking spot. She often
repurposes antique accents
and salvaged pieces as
artwork, as she did with the
basket on the back wall.
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modern
farm made

lesson “Deconstructing things is
number the secret to making new

5

things look old,” designer
Sarah Martin says. Give
retail finds the tear-apart
treatment or scuff them
up a bit so they shine.
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With baby number four on the way, Sarah and Jayme Martin
were looking for the slow life. Dreaming of a farmhouse
and space for the kids to roam, they began touring
acreages outside Minneapolis. The culture was a fit,
but the turn-of-the-century homes weren’t. “I remember
thinking, I want all the beauty and quaintness, but
realistically, how am I going to put three kids and a baby in
two tiny bedrooms?” Sarah says.
With that realization, they shifted their focus and
bought a two-story Prairie-style home with all the room
they needed—about 3,500 square feet on 5 acres—but built
in the 1990s with zero architectural interest.
But the layout had potential: The master bedroom was
on the main level, and the kitchen was away from the
living spaces. “I knew if we could get it aesthetically right,
it would be super charming like a farmhouse is,” Sarah
says. Thankfully, aesthetics are her business.
She and Jayme own Beautiful Chaos, a design-build
and decorating firm that kept them so busy that it was
two years before they began working on their own home.
They started by replacing the kitchen’s honey oak cabinets
with Shaker models. Hand-distressed finishes gave the
appearance of age, and beefed-up millwork, shiplap,
and beaded board added character to the windows,
walls, and ceiling.

As they inched into adjacent rooms, giving the surfaces
the same treatment, Sarah started filling the spaces with
a mix of large furniture pieces from mass retailers and
antique occasional pieces and accents. “It’s important to
pull in vintage accessories,” she says. “They give authentic
and rich character.”
After three years, only one bit of ’90s DNA remained:
the floor. The couple had refinished the oak boards once
already. “Then we just had a ’90s floor in a different color,”
Sarah says. A beaten-up white-painted floor in a salvage
store in Round Top, Texas, gave her a game-changing idea.
She and the kids painted their floor, leaving footprints
where the kitchen mat would stand as a keepsake, then
Sarah hurried the wear-and-tear along with a sander.
Would they have made the time for a project like this if
they lived elsewhere? Sarah thinks not. “It’s more than just
a house,” she says. “It’s a lifestyle.”

For resources, see page 96.

opposite: Sarah installed shiplap above the fireplace to balance
proportions and a woven chandelier large enough to feel like a
“cap” on the living room’s 20-foot ceilings. This room, like all the
others on the main level, wears Benjamin Moore’s White Dove OC17. above left and above: A painted console anchors the airy living
room. Sarah stashes decor and styling supplies inside to make it
easy to change the tableau on top.
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high-style
steals

Creative thinking and a little DIY power
made room in the Martins’ budget for rustic
features that were out of reach at full cost.
Here are their best ideas:
FAKE IT. The wide plank flooring in the
master bathroom is actually plywood ripped
into 8-inch strips and nailed down with
tenpenny nails for an age-appropriate look.
Paint disguises the wood’s telltale grain.
COVER THE CEILING. Replacing all the
popcorn ceilings would’ve blown their budget,
so in many cases sheets of beaded board
went up right on top of it. After these photos
were taken, Jayme installed unpainted wood
planks over the popcorn in the kids’ rooms.
EMBRACE HAND-ME-DOWNS. A
family piece instills a sense of history that
a new item can’t. Sarah especially likes to
claim accessories from her parents’ and
grandparents’ houses and give them new
purpose, like the ladder holding throw
blankets in the living room.
HIDE NEW FINISHES. Though handdistressing is labor-intensive, it doesn’t cost
much more than the price of stain, paint,
and the tools to wear away the finish. This is
Sarah’s favorite method for turning ho-hum
pieces into “period” ones.
PAINT THE FLOORS. If timeworn and rustic
is your desired look, painted floors will get you
there without the cost of replacing existing
flooring with new.

above right: A severe hailstorm battered
the home’s original gray aluminum siding.
Good riddance, Sarah thought. Up went
horizontal lap siding with accents of
board-and-batten. Black-painted shutters
highlight the gridded windows. right: The
Martin family includes Jayme and Sarah,
Bradley, 14, Gabriella, 7, Greyson, 4, and
Lukas, 12. opposite: A beaded-board ceiling
and a $5 salvaged door amplify the charm
in the dining room. Sarah increased the
dimensions of all the millwork, including the
baseboards and the window casings, where a
deep sill makes the ’90s windows look turnof-the-century.
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“I’ll watch Anne with an
E on Netflix and get
decorating ideas. They have
all the wood stacked so
pretty on the front porch.”
—homeowner and designer
Sarah Martin

this photo: The new kitchen includes
Shaker-style cabinets and furniturelike
pieces, such as the hutch storing everyday
dry goods and ceramic pieces. The only
original element remaining is the highly
functional center island; although it did
receive several coats of paint and stain
as Sarah dialed into exactly the color and
finish she wanted.

above left: Though the kitchen has a pantry next to the refrigerator, the family stores their everyday dry
goods in big jars in the hutch for easy meal prep. above right: A first attempt at a kitchen hood fell flat,
so Sarah designed one made of soft maple. “I wanted something more authentic, with wood to warm this
side of the kitchen,” she says. below left: The chalkboard-painted wall in the kitchen is one the family
actually writes on. Otherwise, Sarah treats seasoned chalkboard-painted walls as just another interesting
wall treatment. below right: To accommodate guests, Sarah placed a pair of wicker chairs steps from the
marble-topped coffee bar in the kitchen. “I wanted a place people could sit down for a cup of coffee but not
be in the midst of where I’m cooking or the kids are doing homework,” she says.
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this photo: An existing screen porch got the board-and-batten
treatment and lighting to make it feel more like an indoor
space. Sarah refinished the bench and table. opposite: Painted
wood decking lines the narrow porch, which wraps around the
side of the house. Jayme, Bradley, and Lukas built the window
boxes, which the family replants each season.

“I appreciate craftsmanship and
detail and things not cookie-cutter, which is
what you get with a farmhouse.”
—Sarah Martin
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top row, left to right: A whiteand-neutral palette brightened
the master bedroom. “Anything
can be anything!” Sarah says.
Case in point: The vanity for the
powder room started life as a hall
tree. Wainscoting and seasoned
chalkboard paint gave 4-yearold Greyson’s bedroom lasting
style. “Chalkboard paint has that
been-here-a-hundred-years look,”
Sarah says. right: Slate tiles,
open shelves, and cubbies add up
to a tough-as-nails mudroom that
opens directly into the kitchen.
A washer, dryer, and utility sink
are directly opposite this wall,
making this space the home’s
Most Valuable Player.

above: Soft maple and a
stone apron-front sink create
a contemporary take on a
farmhouse classic in the
laundry. far left: Sarah brought
in a faux fireplace front for
architectural character in the
master bedroom. left: Scraps
from the shiplap installation
downstairs clad the walls in the
bedroom of Bradley and Lukas.
They staggered the planks and
painted them gray. Iron spindle
beds and matching quilts are
the “primitive farmhouse” base
that lets the boys’ inevitable
personalization of their space
look relatively serene.

this photo: Sarah snagged this dining room
buffet from Jayme’s grandmother during a
move. After refinishing it, she handed it off to
Jayme, who topped it with marble and vessel
sinks to repurpose it as the master bathroom
vanity. To stretch their budget, they affixed
strips of wood directly to the drywall and
painted it all white. “It looks like board-andbatten, but it’s trickery!” Sarah says.
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